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1. Do they also have over 1,100 hosting clients and over 500 RFMS locations? (We do.)

2. Do they have clients in 47 states? (We do.)

3. Do they have multiple data centers in multiple states? (We do.)

4. Do they give discounts on O�ce 365 just because you run RFMS? (We do.)

5. Do they have SQL certified technicians on sta�? (We do.)

6. Do they run the Windows and RFMS updates for free upon your request? (We do.)

7. How fast can they restore your service if the server crashes? (We can do it in 15 minutes.)

8. Have any of their team members gone to RFMS for technical training? (We have.)

Interested in going to the Cloud? Not all cloud providers provide the same cloud. What 
makes us better than the other guys? Here are a few questions that you should ask any 
cloud provider to make sure that you’re getting the right hosting service for your 
business:
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If they don’t (can’t) do this, we can help you. Contact Isogent to find out why 
nearly 300 businesses like yours have gone with Isogent’s RFMS Cloud.
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Always Backed Up

With RFMS Cloud, you’re always in control of your 

data. We simply host it in a secure data center with 

five network carriers on two power grids with 

anti-virus protection and automated backups so you 

can reap the benefits of fast, reliable cloud service.

Reap the benefits of competitively priced high-speed 

Internet and easily add VPN connections, file 

services, data backups, workflow and print or 

paperless solutions.

Customize Your Cloud Stack

Save Time and Money

Get even more for your business with no new 

hardware or network set up required. Plus lower 

upfront costs to start using RFMS with reliable IT 

support from Isogent, boosts your business 

productivity from day one. 

If you’re online, you’re on RFMS. Access your 

services from any configured device with a simple 

login to the cloud, anywhere you are. 

Access From Anywhere

Upgrade to O�ce 365 for email, Intune for device 

management, Active Directory to automate network 

management and Microsoft O�ce to improve your 

productivity.

Add Microsoft Solutions

Get the latest RFMS features and security updates on 

demand.

Always Up to Date


